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Strategic role of IT in the European Parliament

Scenario setting (2014-2025)

Citizens: Increasing demand for Participation and Access 
Turnover will increase IT proficient users among MEP’s

Role of Technlogy in facilitating/accelerating a vibrant democracy

Central actor in transforming
legislative and administrative
processes and implementing the
vision

Tools and services to support MEP’s
« anytime, anywhere » (ICT4MEP)

Tools and services to Staff 
and Political Groups

Provide a more integrated and 
accessible legislative processs



DG ITEC CONTEXT

IT STRATEGY MOBILITY, 
INTEROPERABILITY, 
CONNECTIVITY

MOBILITY, CONNECTIVITY, INTEROPERABILITY

E-PARLIAMENT

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
APPROACH

LOD Project, Online Consultations



The concept of Transparency and 
Participation in the EP Context

• Conceptual proposal: 

Frame transparency as a relationship between citizens and 
institutions enabled by technology aimed at building trust and 
strenghtening democracy.

Integration

Trasformation Optimization Control Substitution

Conflict



The concept of Transparency and 
Participation in the EP Context

As an Institution, the European Parliamenr aims at using technology to support an integrative
relationship to the service of its Members. Participation and access should be seen as a 
reinforcement of a vibrant parliamentary democracy. 

Key success factors: anytime, anywhere, time to access, interactivity, interoperability

Integration

Transformation Optimization Control Substitution

Conflict



e-Parliament

Multiannual Digitalization program to overcome challenges of format, accessibility, re-use and 

interoperability of the Legislative Cycle production of the European Parliament

e-Parliament is a processing platform for legislative documents. A new integrated architecture 

based on XML rather than MS Word

Organised in multiple projects addressing the various steps of digitalization (source/platform, 

legislative and parliamentary products, added services to MEP’s)

Managed by DG ITEC and involving 5 DG’s and 15 Operational Units



e-Parliament Delivered Value

 Amendments (AT4AM/DST/CAT4TRAD): integrated support to drafting, verification 

and translation, increased quality

 Plenary Verbatim publication (CRE-PUB): savings by stopping outsourcing contract, 

improved publication quality and time

 Rules of Procedures (AT4LEX): savings by reducing maintenance of old application 

and improved quality and linguistic coherence

 Digital signature (DiSP): streamline time consuming signing processes for 

amendments, payment orders

 Centralized repository for legislative production

 Management of legislative texts in structured way through XML (Akoma Ntoso / 

LegalDocML)

 Centralization of rendering in pdf, docx, ePub



some eParliament figures

Amendments: 354 897  (2010-2018 multiplied by factor 10)

Digital signatures: 264 904

CRE: time to publish reduced from 24h to 2h30



eParliament horizon 2019

The remaining
modules will be
delivered for the 
new legislative
term

From drafting to 
amending to 
adoption, the full 
chain will be
digitalised on a 
single platform. 

This backbone is
supported by two other
digitalized process
aiming at increasing
participation: LOD and 
online consultation

Interinstitutional
alignment via single 
XML standard to allow
for a full EU legislative
digital chain. 



Linked Open Data - eParticipation

• EP initiative carried out by the EU Publication’s 
office. Pilot delivered in May 2017.

• e-Participation 
• Process aiming 

• To promote democratic participation of citizens in the law-
making

• To improve the quality of the legislative process

• Linked Open Data (LOD)
• Open Data based on Semantic Web standards, reusable by 

stakeholders, machine-readable



Discussion forum
(comments, sentiment analysis, amendments)



Multilingualism Machine translation (MT@EC) 
for amendments and comments. 



Conclusions and Challenges

• Digital transformation of the EP is projected towards strenghtening access and participation in 
support of Members activities

• Digitalising the legislative production chain is functional for wider access, re-use of data, 
higher certainty for translation and ultimately stronger participation. 

• A common platform, interoperable with other institutions (Akoma Ntoso standard) provides
the ground for a single digital access to « law in the making » and the opportunity for more 
interaction with citizens and interest groups in a transparent way. 

• LOD is an answer to the integrative model of relationship between citizens and Institutions. 
Next step could be to bridge LOD, eParticipation and eParliament.

• The challenge of change management in the digitalization process is key. IT infrastructures 
alone do not modify behaviours, a clear understanding of the demand and the wider context
is essential. 

• Think outside the box: push for wide re-use of Parliamentary data to generate new knowledge
and better participation. 


